APPLICATION FOR OBTAINING, UPDATING, OR RENEWING PROTECTED PLANT CONSERVATION OR PROPAGATION PERMITS

One species per application form. Send completed application to:
Plant Conservation Program, Plant Industry Division
NC Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
1060 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1060 Phone (919) 733-3610

SPECIES REQUESTED:

APPLICANT NAME:

ADDRESS: PHONE: (    )

EMAIL ADDRESS:

PLANT PART (Please check appropriate spaces):

___ Plants ___ Cuttings ___ Roots ___ Seeds or spores

NUMBER OF PLANTS OR PLANT PARTS TO BE COVERED BY THIS PERMIT:

PROPOSED ACTIVITY:

___ PROPAGATION FOR SALE OR TRADE

___ RESEARCH (On a separate sheet, please describe your research including the species and number of specimens or plant parts to be collected or included in the study, a project description, study objectives, project location and duration.)

___ RESCUE (Rescue is defined as removal of plants only as a last resort and in lieu of their destruction. Please explain on a separate sheet why a rescue is necessary and where the rescue will take place, and the timeframe for the proposed activities.)

___ PLACING PLANTS INTO WILD (If plants being moved from within the same property, no permit is required) (Please explain on a separate sheet the purpose of placing plants into the wild, the location of where they are to be moved, the timeframe for the proposed activities, and tracking numbers from prior permits, if applicable.)

PLEASE CHECK WHERE APPROPRIATE:

___ REINTRODUCTION

___ AUGMENTATION

___ RESEARCH

___ OTHER (Please explain) __________________________________________

PLANT SOURCE Include contact information of plant source or NC Element Occurrence number:

Contact information of the owner of the plant material or landowner, if not applicant:

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE: ___________________________ DATE: ______________

PC-1 1/99, 1/04, 1/09